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The Nuremberg Harpy in Stained Glass

The College of Dracology
for the Study of Fabulous Beasts
The last time we commemorated St Stephen was in 2004 (No 55), when we wrote:
St Stephen was the first Christian Martyr and his Feast, on the Day after Christmas,
is best remembered as the time that Good King Wenceslaus looked out. The peasant
seen gathering winter fuel, who lived hard against the forest fence, may well have
been in some danger, as it was well known that the forests of Bohemia were full of
fierce wild creatures, including werewolves and wyverns.
John Vince adds more detail:
“Stephen was a follower of Jesus’s teaching and was made a deacon by the Apostles
after the Ascension. In Jerusalem he performed various miracles. His vigorous
preaching caused some of his opponents to denounce him to the Sanhedrin, the
highest Jewish court of justice, and he was brought before the court. His brilliant
speech in his own defence, which is recorded in the seventh chapter of the Acts of the
Apostles, so enraged the accusers that they fell upon him and cast him out of the city.
He was stoned to death, the first Christian martyr.” A popular saint in the middle
ages, we remember him every 26th December.
The picture on the cover was sent in by Richard d’Apice, who spotted it being
offered for auction last November. The ancient arms of the city of Nuremberg may
have been derived from the figure of the Königsadler, an Eagle with a king’s head,
royally crowned.
For more on the Harpy, see No 51, pp 2-3.
Solution to the
crossword clue in
the last issue:
COCKATRICE.
And for those
who still find it
hard to tell a
Cockatrice from a
Basilisk,
remember the
words from No
20, “the only sure
way to tell them
apart is to get
close enough to
read the label.”
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Tak Tent No 57 (Autumn 2012) has several tiny
Dragon’s heads, each pierced by a sword (I counted
four) in the arms of a committee member, unnamed,
illustrating an article by John Hamilton Gaylor on
Armory and Computer Aided Drawing.
The White Lion Society Newsletter 55 (November
2012) has a monochrome picture of the arms of the late
Surgeon Vice-Admiral Sir Godfrey James MiltonThompson KBE FRCP, with its Sea Lions, painted by
John Bainbridge, which, through the kindness of the
Editor, Alan Buckingham, we can show in colour
(right).
The Heraldry Gazette No 126 (December 2012) has a
wealth of fabulous beasts, starting with a silhouetted
Unicorn holding a pub sign, then a Wyvern, Unicorn,
Mermaid and Salamander in sample pages from a French
Dictionary of Blazon, tiny Dragon and Griffin in a multiquartered shield (the text helps to find them!), Griffin,
Salamander and Pelican, not much bigger, on a Web-site
cover, followed by a Dragon “preying on a Boar” which
looks more like a Wolf, and then some concrete garden
ornaments in the shape of baby Dragons –a change from
gnomes – that the Editor found in a field near
Charmouth in Dorset (see sample, right). Next is a letter
from Lord Lingfield about the Bagwyn in his arms (see
next issue) in response to my query in the previous issue,
and as a bonus there are a couple of little plugs for
Dragonlore. (Thank you, Bernard!)
CORRESPONDENCE
Elizabeth Roads visited Portugal which
she said was a treasury of fabulous beasts,
and she sent a batch of photographs, of
which this (right) is the best, showing a
detail from a 19th century coach built for
King Joao VI and used by The Queen on a
visit to Belem.
Roland Symons has sent some more of
his colourful armorial cards, the latest
featuring The Knights of the Bath 1725,
from which we note that Lieut.Gen. Sir Charles Wills bore Argent three Griffins in
pale Azure (no, that does not mean light blue!) within a border of Cornwall, while Sir
William Morgan sported Or a Griffin Sable. Copious Martlets are to be seen on the
arms of Sir Thomas Watson Wentworth, 1st Earl of Malton, 1st Marquess of
Rockingham, and of John Brownlow, 1st Viscount Tyrconnel.
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JOURNAL SCAN
The Norfolk Standard (May 2012 – sorry we
missed it earlier) has on its cover this superb 1903
cartoon by Bernard Partridge (right), celebrating
the Delhi Durbar held to commemorate the
coronation of Edward VII and Queen Alexandra.
Partridge, who was the principal cartoonist for
Punch for many years, was a brilliant artist and
this is a real Unicorn, not just a horse with a fancy
headdress.
Gonfanon (Vol 23 No 3 Fall/Autumne 2012)
has two more of the delightfully original hybrid
monsters that Canadians like so much, this time a
Sea-Bison and a Sea-Qilin, both Or queued
Purpure, supporting the arms newly granted to
Philip S. Lee, the Lieutenant Governor of
Manitoba, who was born in Hong Kong (right).
The bison is from the arms of the province of
Manitoba, while the qilin represents his birthplace,
and is described in Gonfanon thus:- “The qilin is a
chimerical creature, sometimes known as a Chinese
unicorn; it is said to appear with the imminent
arrival of a wise sage or illustrious ruler. In some
accounts it has the head of a horse, the body of a
deer, and the tail of an ox with a single horn on its
forehead. In Ching China it was depicted with the
head of a dragon, the antlers of a deer, the skin and
scales of a fish, the hooves of an ox, and the tail of
a lion. This critter makes an interesting addition to
the bestiary of the Canadian armorial mosaic.” The
current example is evidently of the latter variety;
an example of the former we have seen in the arms of
Benjamin T. Lee, another Canadian, also from Hong
Kong, in No 68, which treats fully of the beast,
though not in colour, so it is worth having another
look, this time coloured (see back page).
The New Zealand Armorist No 124 (“Spring” i.e.
November 2012) has a delightful little piece by Roger
Barnes on Mermaids, following an announcement by
the United States Government that “No evidence of
aquatic humanoids has ever been found.” This is
accompanied by an illustration of the 1944 badge of
HMS Mermaid (right). I am afraid that they were
only looking for material evidence, and we, of course,
know better.
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A GUARDIAN GRIFFIN

This picture of a delightful wood carving, possibly on a pew end, turned up on my
desk. Where is it? Who sent it? If it stirs the memory, please let me know.
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SOME MORE DECORATIVE GRIFFINS AND DRAGONS

also sent in this Oriental Dragon stamp (right), on a card
from his daughter who was visiting Laos. And yet more of
these Oriental Dragons are seen on this bronze fountain at
Duffryn House, Glamorgan, with their exquisite handiwork
caught in this picture from Tony Jones (below).

ANOTHER UNICORN AND ARK JOKE, WITH A TWIST

This is a detail from the World of Animals, ca. 1600, from the Amsterdam Historical
Museum, sent on a Christmas card by Gregor Macaulay.

Next is this tile pattern by William De Morgan (1839-1917), part of the movement to
revive the decorative arts along with William Morris, sent by David Vaudrey. David
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This cartoon appeared in The Daily Telegraph for 12 December 2012, for once with a
political angle, highlighting the controversy about gays seeking church weddings.
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